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1 . 

THE CRITICAL FACULTY OF THOl1AS GRAY 

as 

REVEALED IN HIS LETTERS. 

~;-- - - -ooo- - - - - -

~he student of literature ho would justly gage the critical 

faculty of Thomas Gray must take into account. many considerations 

that have no place in the appraisement of uriters whose works fall 

in the regular field of literary criticism. Gray left behind him 

no definite body of criticism such as made illustrious the names 

of Dryden , Johnson , Coleridge , Hazlitt , and even Lamb. His criti-

cisms of books and men must be winnowed from volumes of letters 

where critical opinions .ere set do n with no thour;ht of posterity. 

Tihatever tincture of the critical spirit such gleanings reveal, 

there ould be found in them little of the real function of criti

cism. Dryden and his followers showed the great power o:f book on 

book. Their purpose was to set forth the ideas or beauties of cer

tain writines,and by so doing secure for those writings a truer ap

preciation. Gray had no such aim. His chie~ topics were politics , 

college scandals , doraestic troubles , traveling acquaintances and the 

like . In lett~~s of delightful gossip,literary ideas and liter

ary beauties found scant room. Authors ho have since provoked 

volUliles of carefully sifted analysis from the pens of formal critic 

were disposed of by Gray in a few lines , or at most in a fe1 para-
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stood the test of time . later critics have almost reversed Gray ' s 

judgments of Collins,Mason and Macpherson. If we deduct from his 

already small sheaf of literary criticism.what he said of these thre 

writers we materially lessen the grounds for proving him possessed 

of a real critical faculty . Yet it is the aim of this paper to 

prove that , in spite of errors and aberrations , Gray 1 s critical facul

ty was a high one . The assailable criticisms may be offset by those 

which are unassailable ,and the faulty criticisms themselves are not 

faulty in all particulars . Examination will show that some of Gray ' 

mistakes were but the natural results of these counter-currents of 

Classicism and Romanticism which alternately swayed men ' s minds in 

the eighteenth century . 

Vlhen we read Gray ' s letters primarily for pleasure , we hardly 

take seriously at all literary criticisms incorporated ith such ir

rellvant. and trivial matters as "Old l:lortley 1.1ontagu' s ':7ill 11 * 
or the story of ho i1 my "Lord Peterborough pr•ocured a bird for my I.ad 

Sandwich" y..;; But when we re- read the letters for the purpose oi' 

study, e realize that for a man of Gray ' s t mperament , the method or 

want of method adopted for his criticisms was a good one . Gray ' s 

mind was comprehensive , but we know from his Installation Ode on Graf 

~,and from the lines on the death of Robin ITharton , that conscious 

effort fettered his faculties and constrained his pen. He had no 

thought that his letters would ever be made public , and for this rea-

son he was able to write as spontaneously about books and men as 

When he wrote of his tastes and pre judices in other directions . I n 

writing to West , to 'Wharton , to ~alpole , or to Stonehewer , he t a 1ks 

-------------.. 
·,~ Gray 1 s Letters-- Tovey--Volume II- -Pa e 210. ~H: Ibid -Pa e 211. 
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freely of all his private affairs. He tells these friends of 

his financial emba~assments; his dread of fire, his annoyances from 

stupid and cross-grained relations; hia property; his friendships, 

his depression of spirits, the poor state of his health, the troub

lous factions at Cambridge, and in the same tone of intimacy he re

cords his impressions of every new book of importance that comes 

under his notice. Gray's letters show that he was the master or a '' 

pen at once lucid and caustie,and nowhere is there a better medium I 
for such a pen,than the pages of the confidential letter. Gray was 

I 

a keen critic of life,and his correspondence shows how closely and I 

intelligently he followed the course of that art allied to the life ,I 
I: 

of his own time---contemporary literature . He had something to say ! 

about every new book of note that made its ap_p3arance,and he gave lj 

his opinions without affectation and wi thout fear of embroiling him• 

self in literary quarrels. Walpole has recorded that Gray was slow 

pf speech. It is more than likely that shyness chained Gray's 

tongue in the presence of others. But when he addressed his in-

timate friends in letters,his pen,at once,became facile,and even 

sportive; and what may seem stranger still when we recall that Gray 

spent much of his time poring over manuscripts in the British Mu

seum,it retained nothing of the rust of pedantry. 

Before we enter upon any discussion of Gray's critical facul· 

ty it will be necessary to adopt a standard by means of which a 

critic may fairly be judged. From the history of literary criti

cism we find that those men whose opinions are respected in the 

province of criticism. owe the soundness of these opinions to cer-

tain endowments and acquirements. This,of course,is not to say 

7.1\) 1w 
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that a mere possession of qualifications can make a critic infal

lible. It is,rather,a well-adjusted interplay of qualifications 

that makes a critic approach infallibility. The dominance of one 

faculty,or the temporary warping of another,may bias a judgment and 

render a criticism worthless . But however it may be about the ad

justment of qualifications , the qualifications themselves must be 

present if a critic would speak with authority. It will not then 

be out of place to enumerate the qualifications which in the opin

ion of those held competent to judge have formed the equipment of 

all critics of distinction. 

One of the , most important of these qualifications is the 

scientific spirit which precludes dogmatism. Dryden possessed 

this quali f ication in large measure . His flexibility of judgment, 

perhaps more than any other faculty,entitles him to a leading place 

in the roll call of critics. New lights always found him ready to 

shake off that arbitrary tenacity of opinion which has been the bane 

of many critics,in other respects well equipped. Of course this 

does not mean that a critic need never arrive at critical princi

ples. It means only that he should not be considered inconsistent, 

if with fixed fundamental principles he combine a flexible judgment. 

Another qualification is a wide scholarship • Limitations in this 

acquirement impair the critical faculty,and make its decisions un

trustworthy. Natural instinct is no invaluable guide in determin

ing the merits of books and writers , but instinct alon~1no matter 

ho true , could never n:ake a critic . It is scholarship that trains 

the taste , and governs the judgment , and brings at last that indepen

dence of thought which constitutes the chief merit of the critic . 

7.19.lm 
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A critic's powers must depend,also,in large measure upon his natural 

gift of insight. Insight stimulates his imagination and broadens 

his sympathies,and as these faculties are enlarged,the owner of them 

grows in critical ability. There can be no question about Gray's 

flexibility or his scholarship. His taste,too,in the main was a 

true one. But his imagination was somewhat chilled by the formality 

of his age,and his sympathies were far from being universal. Be -

cause of these defects,some of Gray's criticisms have been found 

wanting. On the other hand his letters contain numerous examples of 
' 

criticism in strict accord with the opinions of those later critics 

who, bec~use of their additional advantage of perspective are looked 

upon as trustworthy guides in the realm of criticism. 

It must readily be seen by all who are familiar with Gray'e 

correspondence . that for a paper of this length it would be impossi

ble to include all the criticisms incorporated in his letters. The 

law of selection excludes both the obscure and the obvious. To the 

first class belong Gray's criticisms of Conyers Middleton's Contro

versy with Dr . Waterland ; * Colley Cibber 1 s Character and Conduct 

of Cicera ; *# Christopher Srnart 1 s Comedy ; ~"*.;~ Anstey 1 s New Bath 

Guide ; *~H:·* and r;iany others of a 1 ike nature. These criticisms 

would add but little to Gray's reputation as a critic; and if they 

were used would require long explanations. The authors,today,are 

----------
Gray's Letters----Tovey----Volume I---Page 213. 
Ibid - - Page 163. 
Ibid--- Page 159. 
Gray's Letters---Vol.III--Page 110. 
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hardly more than names,while some of the works in question are out 

of print. The use of criticisms such as these would lengthen a pa

per to no purpose . Neither will obvious criticisms,as those on 

Sbakespeare ,Aristotle ,Froissart,Pope,Swift,and Boswell receive spe

cial scrutiny. No critic has ever spoken in truer accents of Shakes~ 

peare than Gray. In a letter to ITest he quotes a passage from 

Richard III, -i~ and then by trying a substitution of words,sp.ows how 

utterly powerless it is . for modern writers to attempt an imitation 

of the great Elizabethan. He writes of Aristotle 's conciseness 

that it tastes like Chopp'd Hay.and makes one imagine he is reading 

a table of contents. ** Then follows an account of that philoso-

phers other characteristics of style,all humorously set forth;yet in 

the end the reader has a clear,distinct notion of Aristotle. Gray 

on Froissart is admirable . He regreta that this serious,ir some-

ll what credulous chronicler,should be classed with mere writers or 

legends,and his regret is so earnest that it is communicated to his 

readers • Uh.en Gray speaks of the Fourth Book of Pope's Dunciad 

I h h II •i e s ows critical discrimination in selecting for praise, The Geni 

of Operas and Schools and their attendants,the pleas of the Virtuo-

sos and Florists ; and the yawn of Dullness at the end !' -iHH:· 

In Swift's History of the Tory Administration 1 published in 1758, 

Gray notices the master-satirist's failing power. 

" I have read Dr.Swift and am dis ppointed. 

--~--~--------------
~~ G:t>ay 1 s Letters---Tovey--Volume I---Page 98. 
~:.;~ Ibid-----Page 139. 
·H:·* Gray 's Letters-----Tovey--Volume I--Page 95. 
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ing in his negotiations that I have not seen better in M. de Torey 

before . The manner is careless and has little to distinguish it 

from common writers . * Boswell's peculiar ambition of shining i n 

a reflected glory is gµaged exactly. In referring to the Memoirs 

of M. Paoli , Gray says , 

"The pamphlet proves ~at I have always maintained that any 

fool may write a most valuable book by chance , if he will only tell 

us what he heard and saw with veracity . Of Mr . Boswell ' s truth I 

have not the least suspicion, because I am sure he could invent not h 

ing of this 'kind. The true title of this part of his work i s a 

Dialogue between a Green-Goose and a Hero." *~} And this five 

years before Boswell met the hero par-excellence ,and-~ccording to 

Gray 's theory of "telling what he heard and saw--" gave to the 

world its only perfect picture of a great man. 

rrith this rejection of criticism which would not very con

siderably aid the discussion proposed,the plan of this paper falls 

under four heads : (1) Gray's Criticisms of noted contemporaries ; 

(2) Criticisms of the secondary writers found in Dodsley•s Miscel

lany ; (3) Criticisms of Collins and :uacpherson ; (~) Criticisms 

of Mason's Caractacus • 

In the first chapter I shall endeavor to show that the crit

icisms forming the subject of this chapter measure up to the stand

ards of flexibility , scholarship,taste , instinct and insight , all of 

Which in varying degrees constitute the equipment of the critic. 

In the Second Chapter the same course will be followed in regard to 
....... ___ -

Gray's Letters---- Tovey-- Vol . II---Page 2~ . 
** " " " Vol . III-- " 189. 

7.ln.'1rn 
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the secondary writers of the time. Although the works of these 

writers are minor productions,they require for their appraisement 

the same discrimination that marks the appraisement of more meri

torious works . In Chapter Three I shall discuss the conflict be

tween classical and romantic tendencies as exemplified in Gray's 

under-estimation of Collins and his over- estimation of Macpherson. 

In Chapter Four I shall analyse Gray ' s criticisms of :Mason's carac

tacus with a view to prove that at least some of the praise Gray 

bestowed on that dull tragedy, was directed to the author rather 

than to the work. 

--------00000000-----------
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CHAPTPR I • 

CRITICIS.~ OF NOTED CONTEMPORARIES . 

-------0000--~-~-

In 1742, Fielding ' s Joseph Andrews appeared in London. It 

was inevitable that a book destined to start a new school of fic

tion should receive some comment from the pen of Gray. Fielding ' s 

novel, with its boisterous and outspoken ridicul e of Richardson, was 

published in February, and in April of the same year we find the 

1 following from Gray to West , 

" I have myself upon your recommendation, been reading Joseph 

Andrews. The incidents are ill laid and without invention;but the 

characters have a great deal of nature , which always pleases even 

in her lowest shapes . Parson Adams is perfectly well , so is Mrs . 

Slipslop and the story of Wilson ;and throughout he shows himself 

well read in Stage Coaches , Country Squires , Inns and Inns of Court . 

His reflections upon high people and low people are very good. How~ 

ever , the exaltedness of some minds (or rather as I shrewdly sus

pect their insipidity and want of feeling or observation ) make 

them insensible to these light things ( I mean such as characterize 

and paint nature) yet surely they are·as weighty and much more use~ 

ful than your grave discourses upon the mind , the passions and what 

not , 11 

Modern critics charge this critic i sm with coldness , and 

deprecate Gray ' s indifferent attitude toward Fielding. ~e cannot 

--------------
Gray ' s Letters--Tovey- - - Vol . I--- Page 97 • 

'! 
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deny Gray's lack of warmth but we can and do deny that the criticism 

just quoted lacks critical acuteness . 

Gray saw what was good in Joseph Andrews ,and it takes only a 

little reflection to see why that good should receive so cold an 

expression. His judgment is sound,though his words are not enthusi

astic . The reasons for this are not hard to find . Even superficial 

students of the eighteenth century notice the chilliness of its at

mosphere • rlhatever characteristics that century possessed,enthusi-

asm was not one of them. Writers of this period looked upon fervid 

utterances as altogether unbecoming . Gray was not an ungenerous 

critic,but the age in which he lived laid on him its ben'lltlbing res

traints,and made him insensible to some of Fielding ' s merits . Still 

another reason for Gray ' s coldness toward Joseph Andrews may be 

found in the poet ' s refined taste . In a letter to 7iharton written 

from Cambridge , Gray gives an account of the Bucks at Pembroke Col

lege . ---

11 The fellow .... commoners are run mad ; they set \7oraen upon their 

heads in the streets at noon- day , break open s.hops , game in the Coffee 

houses on Sunday, and in short act after my 0\1rl heart . " .~ 

The last words "after my own heart" are purely ironical , and 

Sho Gray ' s abhorrence for lawlessness. In Joseph .ndrews Field

ing carries his readers through scenes closely resembling the mad 

carousals of the Bucks. Gray was a man of timid personal character 

and orderly tastes . Such a man would look upon excess and license 

reflected in fiction, with the same disapproval with which he would 

look upon them in real life . To Gray,Parson Adams in Trul-

--------------
Gray ' s Letters-- Tovey--Volume !--Page 162. 
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liber's pig-sty,and the 11fellow-commoners setting women on their 

heads at noonday 11 have much in common. The same refinement of 

taste that rejected the coarse,Georgian revelry of the Cambridge 

students rejected with a greater aversion. the licentiousness and 

I horse-play reflected in Fielding's novel. 

Gray's somewhat indifferent attitude toward Joseph Andrews 

could have another explanation. 

praise of this work, we have ,----

Immediately following his faint 

"Nnw as the paradisiacal pleasures of the :Mahometans consist 

in playing upon the flute and lying with Houris,be mine to read 

eternal new romances of Marivaux and Crebillon II * Here Gray 

strikes a new note,weak but significant,the note of romanticism. 

jj This note ivas weak because Crebillon was salacious where Fielding 

jwas frank;it was sisnificant because it showed that surely,if uncon

sciously,the new leaven of the romantic school was working in Gray's 

mind. In no other way could Gray's ppreciation for Crebillon be 

explained. Gray's Elegy , on which he was working at the time ~ 

l~h Andre\~ was published,shows that Gray had half surrendered him

self to the romantic mood. It was this mood that made him find 

more delight in the French romances than in Fielding 's realism. The 

low Bohemianism and the unvarnished play of passions exhibited in 

ll.0 seph Andrews could not fail to offend mind constantly ruoinating 

on the quiet idyllic scenes of Stoke Pogis. To one who for the time 

being was living with the noble though obscure dead resting beneath 

the ivy-clustered church tower,the uproar and inhumanity of a Tow-

------------------
Gray's Letters---Tovey---Vol.I---Page 97. 
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wouse Inn could be nothing but abhorrent . Another point in which 

Joseph Andrews would fail to satisfy Gray was its compromising mo

rality. Gray could be coarse enough in jest ,but conduct was anothe 

matter. and he had penetration enough to see that even Parson Adams 

smelt too strongly of beer and tobacco ; that he had a very uncleri

cal love for gossip ; and that he was nowhere more at home than in 

convivial tavern kitchens . With Fielding,generous impulses took 

the place of moral law which was formulated for no other p1.U'pose 

than to regulate spontaneous impulses . Gray's remarks on the re-

bellion of the Fellows against the Master of Pembroke 1Dr. Long, * 

full as these are of sparkling wit , prove him out of sympathy with the 

"Lord of Misrule" where only civil authority was concerned. Much 

less would he sanction the setting aside of a higher authority by 

the substitution of impulse for morality. Parson Adams with all his 

goodness has too ready a stick and too lusty a muscle to suit the 

shy and reserved Mr. Gray. 

But waiving these objections for the moment , a little scrutiny 

Will show that in this critic ism of 11 Joseph Andrews" , Gray,_ after 

all,has gone to the very heart of things . ,e have already seen why 

he thinks "the incidents ill laid and without invention, " but his 

keen perception is shown in his selection of Parson Adams and Irs . 

Slipslop as the characters who most closely approach life,for they 

approach it close enough to take things into their own hands and 

Change an intended b1.U'lesque into a novel of an entirely new type . 

I The remarks on the story of ilson and on Stage Coaches , Country 

Inns etc .,make it plain that Gray recognized this type as a real 

~--~;~;::-;,;;tt;rs----Tovey----Vol, I ---Page 151, 
-= 
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picaresque story , the hero of which belongs exclusively to the road 

The chief merit Gray picks out in Joseph Andrews is fidelity to na

ture even though that fidelity shocks his refined taste . He sees 

and enumerates all the real excellences of the book with true criti 

cal insight , in spite of the fact that his delicate feelings force 

him to look coldly on these excellences by reason of their setting 

and background. 

In dealing with Smollett, Gray ' s trumpet gives no uncertain 

sound. That erratic Scotch genius, whose profligate characters make 

Fielding 's heroes look like paragons of virtue, receives from Gray 

scant space, but scant as it is, it serves for an almost sweeping 
I 

condemnation. 

Has that miracle of tenderness and sensibility (as she calls 

it) Lady Vane given you any amusement ? Peregrine whom she uses as 

a Vehicle, is very poor indeed with few exceptions . In the last 

volume is a character of Mr. Lyttelton under the name of Gosling 

Scrag and a parody of part of his onody under the notion of a 

Pastoral on the death of his grandmother. " * 
Nothing could be more explicit than this, and the criticism 

agrees with all subsequent criticisms of Peregrine Pickle that 

have weight . To Gray xhis history of a graceless libertine is hard

ly deserving of mention; for the Memoirs of Lady Vane, a lady of 

Quality , and that of very bad quality, foisted into the middle of 

the story are really purer than the story itself. In justice to Smo -

lett it must be said that although his creations here possess scare -

ly a fine trait, the sardonic humor shown in their characterization 

--~~-----~---------* Gray ' s Letters---Tovey---Vol. 1--- Page 212 . 
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make the book amusing to some people in spite of its violation of 

taste • But Gray lives at too high a level to enjoy the horse- play 

Smollett so often substitutes for humor. After pronouncing Pere-

grine " very poor indeed " he adds " with a few exceptions • 11 One , 
scene in particular was sure to appeal to Gray---the scene in Paris 

where t he pedantic doctor entertained a company of men, " after the 

manner of the ancients , " * " in the genuine Roman taste 11 ->~* 

There was clearly enough of the ancient about Gray to enjoy this con 

ce i t . 

Gray directs still another shaft against Smollet~a shaft 

hich no one will venture to say was not well deserved. Lyttelton 

had written an elegy in memory of his late wife , and this elegy , 

Smollett , with inconceivable insensibility , parodied in Peregrine 

Pickle • Gray merely mentions this outrage , but the mention inge-

niously conveys more contempt for the affront than pages of censure 

could have done . 

I n the case of Sterne , as in the case of Fielding,Gray shows 

only a tempered ardor,and for much the same reasons . Yet he points 

out t he salient f eatures of Tristram ith as sure a precision as 

had marked his criticism of Joseph Andrews • 'IThat he writes of 

Sterne bas more than a hint of irony in it . The passage in ques

tion follows close after an unfavorable comment on the King of IT.us

sia 's poe~ry. 

"Tristram Shandy is still a greater object ~f admiration , 

the man as well as the Book. One is invited to dinner where he 

---------~-------* Peregrine Pickle 
~:i- Peregrine Pickle 

Vol. III---Page 30. 
Vol . III-- -Page 303. 

i.1 .... 
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dines a fortnight beforehand,his portrait is done by Reynold ' s and 

now engraving . Dodsley g ive 700~for a second edition, and two 

new volunes not yet written, and tomorrow 1ill come out two volumes 

of Sermons by him. Your friend Mr . Hall has written two Lyric 

Epistles , one to my Cousin Shandy on his coming to toVTn; the other 

to the grown gentlewomen, the Misses of ew York. They seem to me t 

be absolute madness . "* Then two months later , again to '"'harton; 

" If I did not mention Tristram to you , it was because I 

thought I had done so before . There is much good fun in it and hu-

mor , sometimes hit and sometimes mist . I agree with your opinion 

of it and shall see the two future volumes with pleasure, have you 

read his sermons (with his own comic figure at the head of them) , " 

they are the style I think most proper for the pulpit , and show a 

very strong imagination and a sensible heart , but you see him often 

tottering on the verge of laugh~er and ready to throw his periwig i 

the face of the audie 1ce . 11 , ~· 

This ~' be a very enthusiastic ap recia tion , but it ex-

emplifies the contention that Gray had the root of the critical 

faculty in him. The prurient suggestiveness of Tristram Shandy 

ould be just as distasteful to Gray as t.e frank indecency of 

Joseph Andrews . Besides , he sees c l earl y t hat tcrne , not ithstand

ing a high,degree of literary skill , is after all only a trifler , 

ready to fool the age into thinkine him serious . There are other 

misgivings also , suggested by t~e reference to Sterne ' s sermons . VThe 

Gray says of these sermons t . at "they show a stron& imagination and 

a sensible heart , "he is.only giving in concise form the present day 
verdict 

-- -------~----------
* Gray ' s Letters : Tovey---Vol . 11- -Pages 137--138 

Letters of Gra : Tove - --Vol .11- -Pa es 147--148 
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on those moral essays , which , two centUDies ago ere published as ex-

positions of religious truth. Again Gray says-- "but you see him 

often tottering on the verge of laughter and ready to throw his per-

iwig i n the face of his audience . " Sterne's power to move people 

on false pretences , to make emotion, not a result, but a cause , and t o 

extract enjoyment from his own sensibility , could not be better ex-

press ed • 

I Tristram---

Yet in all this Gray has not missed the real essence of 

"There is much good fun in it . " This dictum no mo-

II 
dern critic would be willing to dispute . 

It must be remembered that at the time Gray wrote on Sterne , 

only the first1two volumes of Tri tram Shandy had been published. 

It is much to be regretted that Gray did not see fit to record his 

i mpr essions of the next two volumes of which he had said---" shall 

see the t wo future volumes with pleasure . " No modern reader , I 

t hink, could extract quite the same amount of pleasure from say--- 

Slawkenbergius 1 Tale of the Stranger ' s Nose, found in the fourth 

book as could Gray. The account of the dispute between the Univer-

sities of Strasburg, where arguments as to the reality of the Stran

ger' a nos e .are set down after the manner of the theological disqui

sitions of the school- men is inimitable in a whimsical humor that 
I 

must have delighted Gray. Surely there is a kindred vein between 

this passage of Sterne ' s and the following extract from a letter of 

Gray ' s • 

"Shall I be expeditious enough to bring you the news of the 

Peace , before you meet with it in the Papers ? Not the peace of Aix

la-Chapelle , Mother of proclamations and fireworks , that lowers the 

Price of Oranges and Malaga Sack, and enhances that of Poor- Jack and 

7.19 .4m 
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barrel'd cod; no nor the Peace between Adil-shah and the Great Mo-

gol ; but the Peace of Pembroke sign'd between the high and mighty 

Prince Roger,surnamed the Long,Lord of the great Zoaiaok,the Glass 

Uranium,and the Chariot that goes without Horses on the one hand 

and the most noble James Brown,the most serene Theophilus Peele,an~ 

the most profound Nehemiah May etc . on the other." * Only a man 

able to write in this spirit could enjoy to the full the flavor of 

Tristram Shandy and had Gray treated of Sterne a few years later, 

t here would unquestionably have been an added warmth in his criti-

cism. 

A perusal of Gray's letters shows that he gave more space to 

French authors of the time than to his English contemporaries. r..eti 

t e r after letter contains references to both Voltaire and Rousseatl. 

Voltaire 's outspoken contempt for Christianity filled Gray ith 

alarm. To Norton Nicholls Gray said o·f Voltaire:--

" No one knows the mischief that man will do. Do not go to 

see him," ** for Nicholls was then starting for the continent. 

"Certainly I will not," Nicholls replied, 11 but what would a visit 

from me signify ? 11 *** " Every tribute to such a man signifies " 

~4 ·;:..>A--::· was the answer. It is obvious from this sol;ici tude on the 

part of Gray,that however little he clung to orthodox creeds, his 

nature ~as essentially religiouso This side of Gray is revealed 

again in a touching letter written to his mother . in an endeavor to 

console her for the death of a beloved sister, Mary Antrovus. In 

that letter which is too long to quote in its entirety, Gray says, 
J 

--------------
·-i..~* 

'lH"'"'*i< 
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perhaps if we reflect upon what she felt in this life , we nay look 

upon this as an instance of His eoodness both t o her and to those 

who loved her . " And again farther on i n the letter , " I hope and 

beg you will support yourself with that resignation we owe to Him 

who gave us our being for our good, and who deprives us of it for the 

same reason. " ~H:· These "quotations disclose Gray ' s reasons for be-

ing averse to Voltaire , but, as the Censorshipof Voltaire ' s works 

kept them from free circulation, Gray in 1751 seems not t? have known 

of the French wit ' s pernicious tendencies . In that year he writes 

to • .harton. "There is an account of the History of the Crusades 

hi ch seems to be by Vol ta ire and promises we 11." ~H·~· Four years 

later we have , " I am much obliged to you also , for Voltaire ' s perfor-

mance ; it is very unequal as he is apt to be in all but his dramas , 

and looks like the work of a man who will enjoy his retreat and his 

Lemon Lake no longer than t ill he finds an opportunity to leave it . 

However tho ' there be many parts which I do not like , yet it is in 

several places e:·cellent , and everywhere above mediocrity. " ~-:·--:H~ 

This criticism is discriminating and far from ungenerous . 

··odern critics would say of Voltaire ' s History much the same· thing. 

A year later there appears in his letter to :r£ason a slight hint or 

antipathy , " I am at Stokc , hearir:g , seoing , doing absolutely nothing , 

not such a nothing as you do at Tunbridge chequered and diversified 

!with a succession of flee t ing c olors , but heavy, lifeless , ithou 

form, and void as the moral of Voltaire ' s ' Lisbon ' hich angers you 
------------
I~~ Gray ' s Letters- -Tovey-- Volume I -Page 204. 
-h··:: Gray ' s Letters---Tove y-- Volu.me I-- Page 204 . 
**~~ Ibid---Pages - - -221--222 • 
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so."* 

In 1758,Voltaire settled at Ferney, where he felt secure from 

governmental restrictions,and in consequence sent forth from this 

retreat . hundreds of short writings, the themes of which were reli

gious intolerance, the absurdity of miracles , and pleas for the so 

ereignty of reason. These writings found their way to the reading 

public , and Gray as we gather from his letters must have read many 

of them,for after the date just mentioned we find a decided change 

in his sentiments for Voltaire. In a letter of 176 ,in place of 

paraging hints there is open hostility." I know nothing except. 

a half dozen works of that inexhaustible,eternal,entertaining scri . 
bler,Voltaire who at last I fear will go to heaven,for to him en-

tirely is it owing that the king of France and hi council have re

viewed and set aside the decision of the pl.rliament of Thonlouse in 

the affair of Calas." ** Then a few months later the resentment 

grows even more pronounced. 

"Voltaire I detest and have not seen hi book; I shall in 

good time," ***and in another letter of the same year,I have not 

read the Philosophic Dictionary; I can stay with grea patience any 

thing that comes from Voltaire. They tell me it i frippery and 

blasphemy ,and wit • 11 **'~* 

These criticisms taken collectively reveal the fact that 

prejudice sometimes blinded Gray. B'Ut the same i true of Dryden 

and Johnson. Antipathy for a writer destroys the sympathy neces

sary for a just appraisement of bis works ,and the loss of sympathy 

------------
Gray's Letters--Tovey--Vol.I--Page 301. 
Gray's Letters- Tpvey- Vol.III--Pages 38--39. 
Gray's Letters - Tovey--Vol.III-Page 57 
Ibid---Page 60. 
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destroys the proportionate adjustment of faculties needed for a fair 

criticism. This is what happened in the case of Gray and Voltaire . 

Voltaire ' s literary ability was not impaired when Gray ' s tone in re 

eard to him changed . A comparison of the earlier estimates of 

Voltaire with those of later years . presents a seeming contradiction 

But the discrepancy I think can be explained . A scrutiny of the 

criticism of the earlier letters shows that Gray ' s normal vision 

was true and clear . The trouble with the later criticisms i s that 

as Gray ' s animosity for Voltaire increased , the poet ' s sympathy 

was supplanted by intolerance , and as a result , his prejudice rath

er than his critical faculty spoke in his later letters . 

For the works of Rousseau , if we except Emile , Gray seems 

to have felt only contempt . Yet he never showed the same resentment 

for Rousseau the man as he showed for Voltaire . To Gray , Rousseau 

was a literary influence , not a revolutionary influence . Gray did 

not recognize in Rousseau a fireb6Und ready to kindle flames . This 

short-sightedness was due in part to the English temper of his mind , 

which refused to be roused by a general survey of rights and wrongs 

of other nations ; it was due , also , to Gray ' s lack of interest in 

conditions social or political . Vlhatever the cause , Gray seems not 

to have regarded Rousseau as dangerous . Norton Nicholls records 

that Gray was much struck with the glowing eloquence and acute ob-

servations of Rousseau. * It follows , therefore, that Gray ' s 

criticisms of Rousseau ' s works must be judged as purely literary 

criticisms , and must stand or fall as they conform or fail to con

form with the judgments of succeeding ages . 

The Nouvel l e Helo~, t hough written earlier , was not 

EUblished until 1750 . I n a letter of that year Gray tells , 
* - - - Remi niscence o f Gra --Volume 11---Pa e 286 . 
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what he thinks of the book that on the continent was continuing the 

sentimentality of Richardson , only in a much higher degree of emo-

tionalism. 

" Rousseau ' s people do not please me; there is but one charac-

ter and one style in them all . I do not know their faces asunder . 

I have no esteem for their persons or conduct , am not touched with 

their passions; and as to their story I do not believe a word of 

it-not because it is improbable, but because it is absurdo If I had 

any little propensity it was for Julie; but now she has gone and 

(so hand over head) married that Monsieur de ~olmar . I take her for 

a vraie Suinsesse ,and do not doubt but she has taken a cup too much 

like her lover . All this does not imply that I will not read it 

out, when you can spare the rest of it . 11 *Then in the next year to 

Mason who admired the Nouvelle Heloise e have the following . 11 I 
' I 

cannot pity you, au contraire , I wish I had been at Ashton hen I 

was foolish enough to go through the six volumes of the Nouvelle 

Heloise; 11 that I can say for myself is that I was confined at 

hom for three weeks by a severe cold and had nothing better to do . 

There is no one event in it· that mieht not happen any day of the 

eek (separately taken) in any private family; yet these events are 

so put together that the series of them ar more absurd and im

probable than Arna.dis de Gaul . The dramatic personae ( a3 the autho~ 

says ) are all of them good characters; I am sorry to hear it , for 

had they all been panged at the end of the third volume, nobody 

( I believe ) ould have cared . 

------------------
* Gray ' s Letters--Tovey~-- Volume 11--Pages 187--188 . 
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In short, I went on and on in hopes of finding some wonderful 

denouement that would set all right and bring something like nat

ure and interest out of absurdity and insipidity ; no such thing 

it grows worse and worse and (if it be Rousseau , which is not 

doubted) is the strongest instance I ever saw t hat - ' very ex-

traordinary man may entirely mistake his own talents . " * To mia.rton 

Gray reiterates these same sentiments in a short postscript . " I 

have been dreadfully disappointed in Rousseau ' s Heloise 11 but 

Mason admires it . " ** and to '"'.'harton again , "The Heloise cruelly 

disappointed me , but it has its Partisans among which are llason 

and Mr . Hurd , " *~ ~· and to alpole one more fling ~ " Rousseau ' s Let-

ters I am reading heavily , heavily! He justifies himself till he 

convinces me that he deserved to be burnt , at least that his book 

did . I am not got through him and you never will." **** Then a 

few years later to Mason, "I could forgive myself if I had not 

read Rousseau ' s Letters . Always excepting the Contract Social, 

it is the dull st performance he ever published . It is a weak 

attempt to separate the miracles from the morality of the Gospels . 

The latter he \1ould have you think he believes sent from God, and 

the former he very explicitly takes for an imposture . This is 

in order to prove the cruelty and injustice of the State o 

Geneva in burning his mile . The latter part of the boolt is to 

show the abuses that have crept into the constitution of his 
______________ own country ( hich pain if .you 

Gray ' s Letters--Tovey-- Volume 11--Pages 194--195 . 
Ibid ~-- Page 218 . 
Gray ' s Letters --Tovey--Volume 11--Page 249. 
Gray 1 s Letters --Volume 111-- Page 57 . 
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Nouvelle Helaine was written in imitation of Richardson ' s 11 Clariss 

Harlowe , 11 but we have only to compare the heroines to see why Gray 

was not touched by the passion or Julie and Saint- Preux. C la~issa , 

hedged in on all sides by vicious and sordid influences hich close 

upon her , is yet strong in trial , and stands out pure . and lof'ty and 

omanly in spite of her baneful environment . Julie ' s plight , on the 

other hand, is of her own choice and making , and although many 01' her 

situations are genuinely pathetic , the sentiments expressed in some 

of her letters , stifle the natural promptings of pity and fill the 

reader with disgust . These sentiments are no doubt true , but they 

would bet ter become the lips of a wanton, than the lips of a young, 

undeveloped girl . Rousseau argued for the ethics of his book 

he kept Julie faithful after her marriage . The argument is poor ar-

l tistically , as well as ethically, for the life of the de 7olmars is 

too artificial and overdrawn to be convincing . As ay complains in 

the second passage quoted, the denouncement is incomm n urate , nd 

fails utterly 11 to bring something like nature and intere t out of 

absurdity and insipidity. 11 Robbed of Rousseau ' s intense motion

alism that wings· all it commonplace incidents and situatio , the 

ouvelle Heloise falls to the dead level of ted~ous discour e on 

education, house-keeping and kindred subjects , sprinkl d with hack

neyed hrases about chastity. 

On its structural side , the 11 ouvelle Heloise ~ is open to 

criticism also . Gray again puts his finger on t he weaknes , hen 

he says as quoted before , " but now she (Julie) has gone and ( o hand 

over head) married that Monsieur de .olmar . " The expression u 0 han 

over head " very well conveys the idea of huddling events , so conspic 
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uous in the third book. Up to this tim the movement of the story 

had been of that leisurely kind almost inseparable from epi tolary 

fiction; but in the third book, incident follows incident ith pre-

cipi ta te haste . Julie ' s mother dies , and Julie writes to Saint-

Preux that she can no longer keep up an attachment that had hasten-

ed the death of a parent . Then in quick succession f ollo her ill-

ness of the smallpox and the illness of her lover who ilfully con

tracts the dread disease ; her recovery and marriage to de . olmar . 

After Gray had read the entire story he makes his charge of absur

dity , and any one ho carefully read the last two books cannot ell 

gainsay the charg • That Julie should confide to her husband her 

earlier relations ith Saint-Preux,1 probable enough but d r-:"o l-

mar ' s inviting Saint-Preux to be an inmate of his ho , Julie's 

death and the attending circumstances, the widowed husband's re

quest that his wife ' s former paramour should be tutor to hr chil-

dren,strain belief to the breaking point nd make Gray ' ichteentb 

century verdict the co on -sense verdict of to-day. 

Gray ' s last ord on the rouvelle Helo is were p nned to 

iiharton in the year 17tn. Two years later he rit to the sa 

friend about This last criticis is much more kindly in 

tone than anything he had aid of the ,but it 

ho a the same astut nees , the ame a bility to e rat he t and 

c aff . Hero again , Gray exhibits a certain li it tion l n he ig

nor s Rousoeau as a political influence , but 1th that featur of 

Gray ' s criticism,this paper bas nothing to do . It 1 11 orary 

criticism only,that shows Gray 's faculty for discrimination,and it 

must be conceded that hat he says of Emil makes his position as 

7 
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a critic more secure . 

ve no rea ousseau s •mi e; " I doubt you ha t d R 1 E · 1 everybody 

th.at has children should read it more th.an once , for though it 

abounds with his usual glorious absurdity , though his general 

scheme of education be an impract icable chimera ; yet there are a 

thousand lights struck out , a thou.sand truths better expressed 

th.an ever they were before , that may be of service to the wisest 

man;particularly , I think he has observed children with more atten

tion and knows their meaning and the working of t heir little pas

sions better th.an any other writer . As to his religious discus

sions which have a~rmed the world and engaeed their thoughts more 

than any other part of his book I set them all at naught and ish 

they had been omitted. u . 0 

~· 

There is much good sense in Gray ' observations here , for 

however desirous educators might be that those under their charge 

be freed from the restraints of rigid discipline ;and the s ay of 

~emory- orship , the methods for effecting this . as set forth in 

E:.aile could not be followed . In the word of Gray , Rousseau ' s 

scheme of education if applied not to one child, but to children i 

general , would prove "an impracticable chimera . 1 He see ho ever 

that this pedagogical rooance i s stimulating, and likely to be fa 

roaching in its suggestiveness to parents . 

---------------
~:- Gray ' s Letters- --- Tovey- --- Volume III- --Page 17 . 
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Gray's leniency in his treatment of Emile is not bard to find. e 

too often think of Gray as a shy recluse to whom domestic life was 

distasteful . Dr . Johnson in his Lives of the Poets * says that 

Gray was "likely to love much where he loved at all. 11 The house

hold of Vlharton at Old Park,Gray loved,and a quotation from one of 

his letters , will explain his forbearance in dealing with Emile . 

11 I hope you have made my peace with Miss Deborah, it is cer-

tain whether her name were i n my ietter or not,she was present to 

my memory , as the rest of the little family,and I desire you would 

present her with two kisses in my name ,and one apiece to all the 
. 

pthers,for I shall take the liberty to kiss them all,great and smal 
. I' 

as you are to be my proxy. ** 11 

This extract,together with the touching letter Gray wrote 

to llharton on the death of little "Robin" , i1harton 's son,throws 

new light on Gray 's character----reveals a side not often seen; 

and at the same time it helps us to understand the comparatively 

favorable judgment of Emile ,a judgment that most readers of Rous

seau' a masterpiece are willing to confirm,for the theme of Emile 

is the training of a child . 

-~----- ------------
Lives of the Poets---Johnson--Page 499. 
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CHAPTER II. 

CRITICISMS OF SECONDARY llRITERS Fomin IN DODSLEY 1 S 

MISCELLANY. 

-----------0000-----------

The publication of Dodsley's iscellany in 1748. brought be-

fore the public a small group of verse writers whose literary mer

its fell far belo the merits of the authors so far discussed. Dods-

ley did what he could to make these writers known , but knowledge 

in this case only served to emphasize the distance between talent 

and genius ; and today these second, third , and fifth rate writers ar l 

far less interesting for what they wrote,than for the fact that a 

perusal of their work called forth a valuable sheaf of critici m 

from the pen of Gray. Gray's criticism of these secondary writer 

shows the same sagacious discernment; the same illuminating play ot: 

thought and humor that characterized his criticisms of those ho 

wero leaders in their craft. .e learn from the letter which con-

tains the criticisms in question that had sent Dodsl y•s 

scellany to Gray ith a request for his opinion on the writer 

honored therein. · Gray after a facetio comm nt on the grace 

of the fronti piece at the expense of the authors, ho are econom" 

ically printed on whited- brown paper disposes of the poets one 

fter the other , as follows ,---" so to begin with . Tick 11. This 

is not only a state poem (my ancient aversion) but a stat poem 

on the peace of Utrecht • If Mr. Pope had wrote a panegyric on 

it ,one could hardly have read him with patience , but this is only 

7 
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a poor,short-winded imitator of Addison,who had himself not above 

three or four notes in poetry,sweet enough indeed,like those of a 

German flute ,but such as soon tine,and satiate the ear with their 

constant return. Tickell bas added to thi8 a great poverty of 

sense,and a string of transitions that hardly become a school-boy. 

However I forgive him for the sake of his ballad,which I always 

thought the prettiest in the world • " ~-

Nothing could show better than these caustic remarks:the 

deadening effect of servile imitation. In his Elegy on Addison 

Tickell . rose. to real poetic poi1er, but in all his other works, just 

as Gray says,he fall into "short-winded" sterility. Addison,ad

mirable as he was in prose ,was. in poetry.only an ordinary versi

fier , and the fact that his inf'luence on English poetry was not one 

of inspiration could not have a better illustration than in Tick

ell. Yet there is a certain purity in Addison's verse ,lacking as 

1~ is in vigor,and this Gray expresses very well by the simile of 

the German flute. If ,however,imitations of great model re ueua] 

ly notable for only partial success,what merit could be ascribed 

to the imitator of one who in all leniency of judgment must be 

classed with mediocrity ? Addison was artificial in his senti

ment as well as in his expression ; it follows that his di ciple 

must fall lower still,and the result in Gray's words is 11 great 
,, 

poverty of sense. Any one who can get through the Prospect of 

Peace the theme of which is the pleasure of tranquillity con

' trasted with the pride of conquest,will bear Gray out in his ver-

diet on Tickell. There ma.y be some,however,who will not so well 

gree with what Gray says of Tickell 1 s ballad. To modern readers,
1 -------
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Col:ln a.nd Lucy may seem more trite and haclmeyed than i t seemed in 

the time of Gray ; but thos~ readers must remember t hat hen Gray 

rote of this poem the rrnal th of ballad- literature given to the 

1orld by Percy in 1765 was almost wholly unknown • For this reas

on the rnird story of the ill- fated lovers seemed fresher and swee 

er than it seems to-day . Gray ' s predilection for this ballad i s 

only another proof that he \7as coming under tho spell of romanti

cism ; and that he found pleasure in its fanciful theme and simple 

diction , so strongly contrasted ith his orm painstakine and state

ly style , instead of showing an extravagance-in his judgment , sho s 

only a transitional consistency that gives real value to criticism. 

After Ticlt:ell there follow Gray ' s cormnents on the quaker 

Uathe Green , 11 all there is of . Green here has been printed be-

fore . There is a profusion of 1it ever .here , reading ould have 

formed his j~dements , and harmonized his verse for even his ood

notes often break out into strains of real poetr and usic . " * 
Hero again Gray proves that his instinct is unerring . Few 

Poems can compare ith The Spleen 1 i n compactness o c : ression 

and itty illustratio_1. Tho poe is dist.:.nctly origina1 , and Gray 

is right 1hen he speaks of " profusion of it ever ere . " 

The Spleen sets forth a code of philosophy hich its author 

vouched , if followed , ould cure the melanc oly malady so pr valent 

in the eighteenth century . The least that can be said of the 

Poem is that "Spleen" is sure to be exercised dur "ng the read-

ing of Green ' s ork. o modern poem is happier in aptness of 

-- --------- -
~; Gray 1 s Letters- ---Tovey- --- Vol. I-- Page 183 . 
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figure or in sidelong shafts of ridicule • It is full of lines that 

bring as decided feelings of pleasure to-day,as they brought to the 

readers of Gray 's time. No one could be blind to the ~elicitous 

touches abounding everywhere in The Spleen. Yet in spite of all 

these good points the poem is somewhat shallow and uneven; and mod

ern critics find themselves falling back on Gray's verdict that 11 rea -

ing would have formed Green's judgment and harmonized his verse . " 

After satisfying ITalpole 1 s request in regard to Tickell and 

Green,Gray allows his criticisms of the rest of the Dodsley contrib

utors to grow more terse . 

11 The Schoolmistress is excellent in it kind and masterly; 

and ( I am sorry to differ from you but ) London is to me one of 

those few imitations that have all the ease and all the spirit of an 

original. The same Man 's verses on the opening of Garrick's Theatre 

are far from bad. Mr.Dyer ( here you will despise me highly ) has 

more of poetry in his imagination,tban almost any of our number,but 

rough and injudicious. 11 * 
There is a saving grace in the phrase "in its kind", found 

in the criticism of the Schoolmistress ; for ith that modification 

modern critics agree with Gray that the poem is one of the happiest 

things written. Shenstone was not a great poet,but in the ~School

mistress there is a charm and a grace that remind one of Goldsmith. 

Gray recognized Shenstone 's power to mix humor and pathoa,and be

cause of this power he did not hesitate to pronounce The Schoolmis-

tress excellent and masterly • 

In speaking of London ,Johnson's nine days' wonder,Gray 

goes counter to the opinion of alpole. Gray was perhaps too leni----- ... 
I~ Gray 1 s Lettera--Tovey--Vol. I--Page 183 
·=== 
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ent in his judgment of this poem, but reasons may be found for what-

ever faulty canons he was guilty of here . As we shall see when we 

come to deal with Collins1 Gray had a class i cal temper of mind and 

the fact that Johnson thou.cht more of Juvenal and Rome , in the writ-

1 ing of his poem, than he thought of London, was a real recommendation 

to Gray. But there is a better reason still for Gray ' s championshi p 

of "London" • In that po.rt of Juvenal dealing with poverty, Johnson 

forgets his model and speaks in his own person. The them of these 

lines is----

II 

"Slow rises worth by poverty depressed , 11 

and this theme was sure to strike a responsive chord in the heart of 

one who a few years later was to publish 

"The short and simple annals of the poor, 11 

One other of the iacellany poets received special commenda-

ti on from Gray . This was John Dyer , author of Gron.gar Hill a land-

scape poem with a true ~ords orthian spirit. Gray recognizes tbat 

Dyer had the quality which many years later forced from the great na· 

ture-poet 
' 

ordsworth, an ackno ledgment of hi kinship with 

Dyer. In the eomnet To the Poet John Dyer ,~ords orth adds the far

ther tribute of quoting , though indirectly, from Grongar Hill, , 
"Long as the thrush shall sing on Grongar Hill. 11 

, ithout doubt , Dyer had the eeing eye , and understanding heart , 

and it is this faculty Gray had in mind when he ascribes to the au

thor of Grongar Hill 11 more poetry in his imagination than almost 

any of our number . " Dyer speaks of breeze and bird and stream ith 

expressions fresh and new ; there is an ease and lightness about 

Grongar Hill that makes it bear repeated readings , and this in spite 

7.19 ·" 
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of its reminiscenses of Milton . But Gray's critical instinct lays 

bare Dyer ' s weakness in the sentence "he is rough and injudicious . 11 

In these few words Gray characterizes the careless and sometimes 

even slovenly execution of Grongar Hill • 

. After mentioning Lyttelton and IThitehead in short but dis

criminating terms, and after judiciously selecting from Walpole ' s 

Epistle passages .which he could honestly if not unqualifyfng praise , 

Gray disposes of a whole group of poetasters in one all- embracing 

denunciation. 

"Uh.at shall I say to Mr. Lowth, Mr . Ridley, Mr. Rolle , the Rev. Mr . 

Brown, s eward etc . ? If I say wssieurs ! this is not the thing ; 

Write prose , write sermons , write nothing at all ; they will disdain 

me and my advice ; " ~i- Gray's particular merit in this last pronounce 

ment , i that he does not even attempt a criticism. He realizes tha1 

to speak seriously of the works by which these writers made bid 

for fame.would be to render his criticisms as insignificant as the 

things criticised. 

Although Akenside is not found in the sheaf of criti cism 

gathered from Dodsley, Gray ' s remarks on him in an earlier letter de

serve consideration. Akenaide was a friend , or at least an acquain

tance of 'l:'ha.rton ' s , and it is to rlharton that Gray writes o~ The 

Pleasures of the Imagination. 

" You desire to know, it seems , what character the Poem of your 

Young Friend bears here . I wonder to hear you ask the Opinion of 

~ Nation where those who pretend to judge 1 don 1 t judge at all ;and the 

~est (the winer Part) wait to catch the Judgment of the world imme-

""•as------------
Gray ' s Letters---Tovey-- -Vol. I---Page 186 . 
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diately above them,that is,Dick 1 s Coffee-House and the Rainbow ; so 

that the readier way would be to ask Mrs .This and Mrs.T'other,that 

keeps the bar there,however,to show you I'm judge as well as my 

Countrymen,tho 1 I have rather turned it over than read it (but no 

matter,no more have they ) it seems to me above the middling and now 

and then,(but for a little while) rises even to the best,particularl 

in description,it is often obscure and even unintelligible,and too 

much infected with the Hutchinson--Jargon." ~r 

Gray has here not only criticised Akenside ,but he has given 

utterance to some shrewd remarks on the methods of criticism common

ly used. The Pleasures of the Imagination borrowed its title and 

much of its substance from Addison 's Spec ta tor ~.<-;:-. It takes only a 

little reflection to discover that a poem which instead of allo ing 

imagination full play to convert the commonplace into the rare and 

Potent,uses imagination only as a theme in the manner of a tre tise, 

could not have much sustained power. Akenside 's poem appeals to the 

understanding rathPT> than to the emotions; one would expect an inte 

lectu.al appeal of this sort to be clear in its organization; yet 

Gray speaks true hen he says it is "often obscure and unintelligi

ble . " He speaks true,also,when he declares that no and then,par

ticulnrly in description,the poem ri es to the be t . But with the 

same per picacity,so often pointed out in these pages,he putc a sure 

finger on Akenaide's worst defect-- 11 too ouch infected ith the 

Hutchinson-Jargon." Hutchinson was a disciple of Shaftesbury ,and 

---
* 

--- ------ --
Gray 's Letters----Tovey---Vol.I---Pagea 118--119. 
Spectator Papers---Pages 411---421. 
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Gray detested the teachings of both master and disciple. No better 

illustration of Gray's aversion to Shaftesbury could be given than 

the shrewd,yet biting comruentary found in a letter to Stonehewer . 

" You say you cannot conceive how Lord Shaftesbury came to be 

a Philosopher in vogue ; I will tell you: First,he was a Lord; se

condly,he was as vain as any of his readers ; thirdly,men are very 

prone to believe what they do not understand; fourthly,they will be~· 

lieve anything at all provided they are under no obligation to be

lieve 1ti fifthly , they love to take a new road,even when that road 

leads nowhere; sixthly, he was reckoned a fine writer and seemed al

ways to mean more than he said. Uould you have any more reasons ? 

An interval of above forty years has pretty well destroyed the char 

A dead Lord ranks but with Commoners Vanity is no longer inter-

ested in the matter,for the new road has become an old one. The 

mode of free thinking is like that o~ Ruffs and Farthingalee ,and 

has given place to the mode of not thinking at all; once it was rec 

oned graceful,half to discover and half conceal the mind,but now we 

have long been accustomed to see it quite naked ; primness and f

fectation of style,like the good-breeding of Queen Anne ' s Court,has 

turned to hoydening and rude familiarity • " ~~ 

All the critici m.s,thus far cited,sho Gray's sound taste and 

unwarped judgment,but this criticism of Shaftesbur~,in many re -

Pects,surpasses them all. It is a real masterpiece and sho s not 

only shrewd knowledge of human nature but independence or mind, for 

most of the poetry of the eighteenth century was little more than 

ShaftesburV reduced to rhyme. It shows also that Gray had a close 

--~--- --------
* Gray's Letters--Tovey -Vol.II--Pages 41--42. 
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eye on life as well as on literature, and this faculty of observa

tion, united with a naturally critical temperament and a fine schol· 

arship gives Gray that catholic sureness which nnkes his opinions 

on books and men a valuable contribution to the School of CriticiS]• 

-----------000000000000--------------
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CHAPTER III. 

CRITICISM OF COLLINS AND MACPHERSON • 

-------000---------

Gray ' s criticisms of Collins and Ma.cpners on reveal the as

cendency of Classicism on the one hand,and of Romanticism on the 

other. Let us take the criticisms of Collins first. Gray' obser

/1 vations on the lesser poets treated of in chapter two prove that he 

knew ho good work should be done . He tells us by the criticisms 

I discussed there that although poetry is an inspiration ,it is al~o 
an art, and that due attention mu.et be paid to the form or mould in 

jj Which inspiration is cast. His own high poetic gift helped him to 

see things from both sides. It is only natural then that readers 

should expect from him a sympathetic discussion of Collins,who,ir he 

must be ranked with poets of the second order,holds in that order 

the very highest place. But expectations are far from being realiz

ed in the summary passage wherein Collins is disposed of by Gray. 

II H ave you seen the ~ork of two young Authors ,a • • rt on 

and a Mr . Collins , both Writers of Odes ? it is odd enough but each 

1 the half of a considerable man and one the counterpart of the 

0 therlf'he first has but little Invention,very poetical choice of 

Expression,and a good Ear,the econd a fine fancy,model'd upon the 

Antique , a bad Ear , great variety of words,and Images of no choice at 

a11. They both deserve to last some years but will not. 11 * 
No one could truthfully call this a sympathetic apprecia

tion ;yet strange as it may seem it was by far the most lenient -- ----- --Gray's Letters ---Tovey---Vol.I---Pages 153--154. 
============~,:::::;=~ 
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thing said of Collins' ~at the time of their publication. Prea

jent day criticism however7 is widely at variance with Gray in this 

matter;it somet imes goes so far as to look upon Gray's lapse here as 

flagrant enough to make him forfeit all claims to a critical facul

ty • Such an accusation would be unjust ; for although the most 

ardent partisan of Gray must grant that Gray's criticism of Collins 

i unorthodox ,it still admits of some extenuation. 

The late Duncan Tovey in his introduction to Gray's Letters , 

commenting on what he calls Gray's " n:azing verdict of Collins , " * I 
declares that : in this instance , he doubts Gray' sincerity . I cannot 

I agree with Mr .Tovey here,although I think Gray's criticism of the 

.Qde to Evening nothing short or "amazing indeed" • The lovely pic

l tures of the "bright-haired sun setting in the western tent; " "the 

hours and elves and nymphs preparing the shadowy car of evening; 11 

" the sallow autumn filling the lap of darkness with leaves," could 

hardly be reckoned as "images with no choice at all . " But amazing 

as it is,it does not prove Gray insincere? He spoke here as he al-

lway spoke, xcept in the case of Mason, ith honest conviction. oth

ing in Gray 's life suggest the petty envy Mr.Tovey's statement im

plies. lie shall have to look else.here for an explanation of the . 
a~ing verdict. " 

Collins' Odes were published in 1746,and e have noticed that 

at that date ,and even earlier,Gray as orking on hi legy. In 

this poem we can see clearly the conflict of classical and romantic 

lement --- conventional style and phrasing to express i~cere,hu

n sentiments---but the classical elements are dominant . In the 

gleg~ Gray had just begun to shake himself free from fetter as old 
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as Dryden;but the false traditions of the age were not to be so 

easily shaken off ;and in this poem we have sensations substituted 

for emotions , and vague , shadowy figures for definite ones. The 

Elegy of course is a step in advance of Gray 's earlier poems, which 

are full of stock expressions peculiar to the poetic diction of the 

day ; it does not,however , represent an enfranchisement complete 

enough to enable Gray to judge fairly of a poet as far ahead of his 

time as was Collins . To-day Collins ranks with the choicest of 

English lyrical poets , and Gray's saying that Collins 0 deserved to 

last but would not " is a saying characteristic of the formalism of 

the eighteenth century . Formalism looked upon enthusiasm as fool- I 
ish and unbecoming . It is not surprising then . that Gray , still 

bound by rule and tradition,should fail to recognize the fresh true 

notes of Collins' verse . Gray of the Elegy followed Collins to the 

extent of enriching his verse from the treasure-houses of the past , 

but he still held that fancy should be restrained by rule . In this 

l ast Gray was far from wrong for many in his day despising res-

traint fell into the pit-falls of emptiness and mediocrity . But 

Collins was not one of these . Gray , in endeavoring to strike a 

balance between judgment and instinct , succeeded only in distorting 

hi vision. His break with Classicism as not yet emphatic enough 

to admit a projection of his imagination into the future;to catch 

up with Collins and judge him rightly, critic of the eighteenth 

century would have to break away from the arbitrary following of 

Precedents peculiar to that age . Gray's adherence to these prec-

edcnts blinded his eyes to the delicate images , and sealed his ear 

the flute-like music of Collins • verse . 
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So far we have gathered proof of Gray's subjection to clas

sicism from his earlier poems and from certain phases of the Elegy. 

In nuch larger measure such proofs may be gathered in letters writ-

ten previous to the publication of Collins' Odes. From these let-

ters it is easy to determine the peculiar bent of Gray's ~ind be-

tween the years 1738 and 1746. During all these years Gray was try 

ing to make himself an outsider in the literature of his time ; yet I 
we know from his letters that he was serving the strictest of appren

ticeships to the Ancients . Over and over again in the letters of 

this period we find references to both Latin and Greek writers. 

Twice in the course of a few months Gray sent two Latin letters to 

est. mien he writes to West again about his "little journey up the 

Grande Chartreuse, 11 ~} after declaring that every ten paces called 

forth an exclamation there was no restraining,he goes on , 

" I had Livy in the chaise with me," ~ ·* and then proceeds 

to quote a passage from that author to fit the picture just describ-

ed. Still farther on he ~rites, 

~ " I read Silius Italicus too,for the first time ." A fe 

Years later,still to rrest,he writes a letter in imit tion of clas-

sical epistle bringing in a host of references that sho how com-

Pletely he was imbued with Roman lore. The lcaic Ode which Gray 

left in the Albu,m of the Fathers of the Grange Chartreuse as lso 

~itten in Latin. In another letter we see him inter ested in Greek 

-~----------~---
* Gray's Letters----Tovey--Voluoe I ---Page 44. 

** Ibid. 
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11 I have finished the Pelop0nnesian rrar much to my honor, and 

a tight conflict it was I promise you. I have drank and sung with 

nacreon and am now :feeding sheep with Theocritus . 11 ;~ In the very 

same year in which Collins ' Odes appeared , Gray writes to . harton, 

11 I take it very ill that you should be in the twentieth book 

of the wa r and yet say nothing about the Retreat from Syracuse . Is 

lit or is it not the finest thing you ever read in your life ? and 

how does Xenophon and Plutarch agree with you • 11 .;:-:~ 

II All through these letters there is frequent mention of Taci-

tus, hom Gray calls "the inimitable" • These extract show what con

stituted a large part of Gray ' s reading in the years immediately prel 

ceding 1745. The bearing o~ this reading on Gray's criticism of Col

lins must be obvious. One steeped in Classical literature as was 

ray ould be sure in spite of romantic tendencies . to app ly classica 

i8 t andards in his e s timates of 2nglish verse. Gray's ears had become 

o attuned to t he accents of Latin and Greek. that the strange melody 

Collins ' blank-verse lyric , Ode to Evening ,fell on unheeding ears . 

words , Gray,in 1746 , was just beginning to emancipate himself 

temper of thought bred in him by the study of Iatin and 

Greek. He was surely , though half-unconsciously,freeing himselr from 

the bondage of rule and custom; but his full emancipation did not 

come until ten years after the publication of Collins ' Odes. Then 

n long letter to 1.sason, Gray speaks of the lyric and epic styles 

n tones there is no mistaking. He bas at last shaken orr the in-

--------------
Gray ' s Letters--Tovey--Volume I--Page 102. 

1:~} Ibid----Page 138 . 
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fluences which had long overpowered him. After prolonged efforts to 

revise Mason's earactacus Oqe,in the midst of detailed criticisms of 

that Ode,criticisms which mieht well have been bestowed on a better 

subject,Gray breaks out,--

11 The true lyic style with all its flights of fancy,ornaments 

and heightening of expression,and harmony of sound,is in its nature 

superior to every other style; \Vhii.ch is just the cause why it could 

jinot be borne out in a work of great length,no more than the eye coul 

bear to see all this scene which we constantly gaze upon,---the ver

dure of the fields and woods,the azure of the sea and skies turned 

into one dazzling expanse of gems. The epic,therefore,assumed 

style of graver colors,and only stuck on a diamond (borrowed from hel 
sister) here and there where it best became her, 11 ·~and t~o years la~ 

I 
er again to lJason, 

11 No I insist that sense is nothing in poetry,but according 

to the dress she wears and the scene she appears in9
11 {~~~ If only 

Gray had waited until this date to pass judgment on Collins,wl t a 

different verdict we should have had ! 

It is generally admitted that an appreciation of the pictur

esque in nature is closely allied to romanticism in literature. It 

ight be asked here then,why Gray ,who was a pioneer in the love of 

ild nature,should not have been captured by the romantic lyrics of 

Collins. Again we must go to Gray's letters for an answer . The let

ters show that Gray became imbued with the love of na ural scenery, • 

radually,ae he gradually grew into the spirit of the romantic move-

------- -----
* Gray 's Letters--Tovey---Volumc !---Page 323 • 
.. h} Gray's Letters--Tovey---Volume II-- Page 01. 
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ment . As early as 1746 , he had probably struck farther ahead in the 

!matter of recognizing beauty in mountains and other natura l features 

jthan any of his contemporaries . But he had not yet gone far enough 

to justify the use of nature as poetic capital ; pure description in 

verse he still held in contempt. 

II I thi1ur no one has ever written on Gray in this connection, 

without quoting the passage on his journey up the Grande ChartreUBe 

and then by way of contrast following that passage up with what Addi

son s a id in one of the Spectator Papers . ~~ about his journey over 

the Alps. I shall quote only wrAt is strictly needed for the point 

in question ; namely , Gray ' s growth in real love of natural scenery. 

~ithout intending to detract in even the slightest measure 

lrrom Gray's work as a pioneer in the glorification of mountains , ! 

venture to say that t here is a good deal of extravagance in some of 

the things that have been written about this famous Grande Chartreuse 

. passage. Gray writes tha t during his entire trip up the mo1L~tain 

to t he monastery _ he did not remember to have gone ten paces ithout 

an exclamation there was no restraining , and then cries out in his 

letter in tones not over spontaneoUB 

"Not a precipice,not a torrent , not cliff , but is pregnant 

ith religion and poetry. There are certain scenes that ould a e 

an atheist into belief without the help or other argument . 11 -~~ Her 

Gray is not reading his o n emotions into the natural objects he is 

describing , which process after all . is rather a faulty way of vie -

1ng nature ,but he is reading into precipice , nd torrent and cliff , ___ ... __________ _ 

* Spectator----Number 489. ** Gray ' s Letters--Tovey-- Volume I--Page 44. 
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the much despised "Hutchinson- Jargon of the Deistic Shaftes-

bury • And in like manner in all his early descriptions thoPe is 

something wanting . They may be mvi.~,even sympathetic , but there is 

nothing in them to show that the scenes depicted.had; before their 

depiction,penetrated into his mind and soul, that he had gone 

through a process of assimilation. Nature in appealing to Gray ' s 

eye, did not speak to his spirit and show him a hidden meaning. e 

see this in ~he Elegy. The nature pictures are vague and general . 

They lack that incorporation by means of which images of the out-· 

ward world,instead of being directly presented, are reflected in 

feelines . Vle have in the Elegy , "lowing herd , ""moping 0V1l , 11 and 

"droning beetle:" we have the "rugged elm," the "nodding beech," 

and the "yew tree's shade," but the pictures suggested are rather 

guides to time and place than vital parts of the poem itself . Plac 

Gray's 

"Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight , " beside 

"Or where the beetle winds 
His small but sullen horn. " 

of the Ode to Evening , and the reason for Gray's thinking Collin~' 

images of "no choice at all ." at once becomes apparent. Gray's 

growth in the interpretation of nature like his growth in ronanti

cism did not reach its culmination until many years after Collins 

had published his Odes. 
seen on 

This culoination of grorrth i almost 

every page of the Lake Journal written in 1769. In these "Lilli-

putian Travels" Gray was on ground that has since,by reason of as-

-~--------

* Gray's Letters--Tovey--Volun:e I--Page 119. 
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sociation with Wordsworth,become classic . Yet in the Journal , 

written almost thirty years before the Lyrical Ballads , we run 

across the now almost magic names of Grasmere , Helvellyn , Skiddaw, 

and Lodore . But still more significant than the coincidence of 

names,was Gray 's outstanding kinship with .ordsworth. No longer are 

1 l andscapes mere pictures--they are discerned by the inner eye and 

convey a message . A short quotation will best illust~ate +his , 

" In the evening walked alone down to the Lake by the side o:f 

a Crow-Park after sunset,and saw the solemn coloring of the nicht 

draw on, the last gleam of sunshine fading away on the hill-tops , the 

deep serene of the waters , and the long shadows of the mountains 

thrown across them till they nearly touched the higher- most shore . 

at distance heard the murmur of many waterfalls not audible in the 

day-time . wished for the Moon,but she was dark to me and silent , 

hid in her vacant interlunar cave . 11 .;:. Could anything have a 

more modern sound than this ? It is far removed in both sentiment 

and form from the famous Grande Chartreuse passage ith its academ

ic ·mention of Abelard and Heloise. nd of Livy This last mention 

as written only a few years before Gray criticised Collins , nd t 

inference need not be commented upon. 

Even much earlier than the Lake Journal , e find in rany 

of Gray 's letters sure indications that nature was taking on a ne 

meaning to him;but none of these indications go farther back than 

17~0 . In that year Gray writes of' a passage in Ossian. 
' " Five bards pass the night at the castle of a Chief (him-

self Bard ) each goes out in his turn to observe the face of 

--------------~lo Gray 1 s Let ters-- Tovey--Volume III--Page 241. 
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is quite different from that found in his description o th 

here he says , 

11 I reckoned in one day thirteen cascades , the le at o hich 

dare say on hundred feet in height • 11 The ignif icant 

thing in all these passages is t t they sho ho Gray ' gro th in 

tho o.pprociation of nature nd hi ro th in ro ntici nt nd 

in hand. There as not a for ard tep in on to hel ndv nc 

oth r;for in spite of all that ha been de of r y ' unus 

tudo to ard mountain scenery , as not ble t the ti of t 

journey, to penetr t to th h art or thi find q 

ani not ritten on the urf c • He had ight , but 1 c 

sight ;the objecti conception of natur , ho n in hi 
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than his imagination. 

Ossian came to English readers as a revelation , opening up to 

view a rude primitive world , th.at more than thirteen centuries be

fore,had fought and sung--among the mountains , mists , and seas of the 

far North. Even as late as Gray ' s time this far North was shroud

ed in mystery , for the wilds of the Western Highlands were peopled 

by a barbarous race of uncouth ways and unknown tongue , whoSe track

less wastes and remote waters,English feet pad never trod nor En

glish ships never sailed:. Then came the Erse Fragments revealing 

the life , the feuds , the loves , the genius of this people , and all Eu-

rope was thrilled. And what is more , the Epics , Finzal and Temor 

set forth a new e~ample of a national literature,so great :in anti- I 
quity that not a single trace ef Christian influence could be foundj 

At first the wary Macpherson gave the public only small instalments 

of his poem,just enough to whet the literary appetite . In the pres~ 

ence of this wild , ll!lconventional poetry , Gray ' s ronanticism at once 

asserted itself , and his imagination was captivated by the songs of 

other worlds and the voices of other daya. To understand Gray.'s 

surrender to Ossian better we must bear i n mind that P rcy ' s Reli-
' 

3ues had not yet been published, and that the treasures of Indian 

and Scandinavian literatures now 11 around us,\ ere in Gray ' s time 

Wholly unknown. Ossian: s air of primal grandeur , its big shado Y 

character, its gloomy imo.gery, and its historical reference lifted 

Gray into regions of thought and sentiment f ~ removed from the 

Polished elegance of the so- called classical age . That Gray as 

Peculiarly susceptible to a rude and artless poetry, we learn from 

his admiration of the ballad Gil urice . It is clear from the 
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ecstatic style of his letter to Mason, that this ballad touched 

Gray ' s romantic vein. He says , 

11 I have got the old ballad on which Douglas was founded; i 

is divine and as long as from here to Aston. Have you never seen 

it ? Aristotle ' s best rules are observed in it in a manner that 

shows the author never had heard of Aristotle . It begins in the 

fifth act of the play. You may read it two thirds throut;h without 

guessing what it is about;and yet when you come to the end,it is i 

possible not to understand the whole story. 11 ~~ 

Of course Gray ' s use of the word divine is on a par with his 

saying that Gil Maurice was as long as from Cambridge to Aston, but 

his extravagant expressions are here indications of deep feeling, 

and show how truly he was stirred by the accounts of primitive or 

even semi- savage life . 

But notwithstanding Gray's enthusiasm for (!)ssian ,llis lotter 

reveal a paunting skepticism that must have proved a veritable fly 

in the ointment of his delight . To make this clear it ill be 

necessary to give the passage quoted a fuller context • . ftor every 

outburst of praise , we find a qualm of doubt. Every over-liberal 

advocacy is followed by a reaction of inquiries and misgivings. He 

can never rid himself of distrust , never be quite sure. 

does he give utterance to phrases of over-valuation tl 

o sooner 

he lapses 

into uncertainty. After asserting that he is 11 re olved to believe 

them genuine in spite of the Devil and the Kirk, 11 ~:-~:- he adds 

11 It is impossible to convince me that they were invented by 

---~-~------------
Gray 's Letters---Tovey-- Volume I--Pages 335--336 . 
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the same man that writes me these lett rs; on the other hand it ia 

almost as hard to suppose if they are original th.at he should be 

abie to translate them so admirably. '\7ha t can one do ? " ,:· 

And again, ---

" I continue to think them genuine though my reasons for 

believing the contrary are rather stronger than ever. " -:~~~ 

Then after saying that he reads nothing but Fingal he 

still questions ,---

" I remain still in doubt about the authenticity of these 

poems ,though inclining to think them genuine in spite of the orld ; 

Whether they are the inventions of antiquity or of a modern Scotch-

man, either case is to me alike unaccountable. Jem•y pers . " ., "* 
If this last passage as Mr . Gosse asserts , ~· :-•'{} were Gray • 

last word on the Ossianic i~posture , Gray ' s position as a critic 

ould be less assailable . But Gray ' s last words on Ossian do not 

come till a whole year later , and when they do come they seem beyond 

either either explanation or defence . They are as follows:--

"Neither Algarotti , nor !1r. Howe ( I believe) have heard of 

Ossian,the son of Fingal. If !Jr . Ho e ere no upon the ing and 

on his way homewards ( I ould se it to him in Italy . ) He ould 

then see that Imagination dwelt many hundred years ago , in all her 

Pomp , on the cold and barren mountains of Scotland. The truth (I be

lieve) is that without any respect of Climates , she reigns in 11 

nascent societies of men,where the necessities of life force every -..... _________ __ 

~~ Ibid 
~'-l:· Ibid---Page 161. 
·:i-,H· Gray• s Letters--Tovey--Volume III--Pages 249--250. 
***~ Life of b OS 
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man to think and act much for himself . 11 .;:. 

These really last words lead the reader to think that Gray ' s 

earlier skepticism had wholly disappeared • At the same time they 

confute a statement of Mr . Tovey ' s to the effect that Gray had quite 

satisfied himself as to the fraudulency of Ossian. Mr . Tovey writes 

"Gray who at first welcomed the frauds of Macpherson because 

he discerned in them the romantic spirit, became more reticent as 

time went on, and as his common sense , against which he feebly strug

gled , gained the maste~.Y 11 ~H; If common sense , as Mr . Tovey says , had 

gained the mastery in Gray ' s mind concerning Ossian, he ould scarce 

ly have written as late as 1763 , that "imagination dwelt many hun

dred years ago in all her pomp on the cold and baDron mountains or 

Scotland. " As a matter of fact , Gray unlike Johnson , was far from 

being able to subordinate his imagination to his common sense . Ther 

must be another reason for Gray ' s acceptance of Ossian and that rea-
---1 

son is to be found in the turn of Gray ' s studies a ~ittle previous 

to the time that saw the appearance of the Fragments and Fingal . 

Gray ' s two poems , The Fatal Sisters and The Descent of Odin , 

written in 1761 , reveal his absorption in a ne field of romantic 

interest ; namely , the Norse . Gray in striking contrast to ~alpole 

Was no mere surface- scholar , and these translations.she ho thoroug 

ly he had imbibed the wild , picturesque air of the Runic literature . 

True , Gray probably had only a slight 1o10 ledge of orse , but he as 

well versed in both Latin and French, and there ere at hand , good 

authorities in both these languages • The poems in question are ra 

~-.. -----------
Gray's Letters--Tovey--Volune II -- Page 9. 

·::-::- Camb1'idge Li terature---Volune- Page 10. 
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ther imitations than translations , and while they show Gray ' s com

plete emancipation from the trammels of artifice,and while they 

prophesy in sure tones the dawn of the age of romanticism,they ,at 

the same time , throw an illuminating ray on his devotion to ossain. 

For the vague twilight and persistent tones of lamentation of the 

Scotch Epic are in fUll accord with many songs of the old scandi-

navian poetry. For a p:..imber of years prior to 1760, Gray had been 

delving in the storehouses of the past, seeking forgotten lore and 

reveling in thg accumulations of by- gone ages . The result of these 

researches was that Gray acquired the spirit of a professed anti

qu.arian,and instances might be multiplied to prove that no men are 

more easily duped than those who are forever looking for something 

new. Gray ' s response to the spell of Ossian is best explained 

by the free-masonry of tastes, by a kindred recognition of the 

glories of the past; by the cry of antiquity to ant~quity , and not 

in any sense by the lack of critical intuition or by the falling of 

of power . 
If Gray floundered in his estimate of Ossian he flounder-

In their d votion to an 
ed in a large and representative company . 

epic ideal , critics were ready to go to any length,and the deluge of 

Besides,ossian fitted in ex-
approbation was almost universal. 

actly with the era of sentiment but lately sprung up-sentiment , 

domestic in Clarissa Harlowe' romantic in the ca~tle of 0 tranto, 

poet1c in Percy ' s Reliques , It attracted alJ r.e der!r-delvers 

in antiquity , lovers of romance , men with a touch of the ne sensi

bility , together with the respectable critics ho were beginning to 

waver i n their allegiance to Dryden and Pope . ~or was this chorus 
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of acclaim only an ignorant and amiable enthusiasm. It wo.s a sin-

cere appreciation proving beyond a doubt that there was in :tlacpher

son ' s Epic no s:rw.11 degree of intrinsic poetic merit , a merit that 

enabled Macpherson to meet the attacks of Johnson and 

lowing ith the defiant cry 

minor fol-

"Those who have doutt.ed my veracity,have paid a tribute to 

my genius , " 

There is no denying that if · cpherson manufactured Ossa_n 

he accomplished a marvelous feat . Johnson in whose criticisms na

tional prejudice played a pro:r.:iinent part said that a man might rit 

such stuff forever if he would but abandon his mind to ·t. It is 

something for a man to be able to abandon his mind to the extent of 

stirring the literary orld of uropc . Later researches have 

shown that the Ossian poems ere likely based on genuin elic 
I 

though not on Ossian remains and that LJlcpherson added ~ erall , 

interpolating true Gaelic songs and ballads at ill. In a sens , 

Macpherson on his success fairly,by unfair means . But either horn 

of the dilemma gores . As Gra says , ---

11This man is the very Demon of poetry, or he has lighted on a 

treasure hid for ages . " · .. 

That rras just There the l"'P ex·· a . 

And modern scholarship has not progressed very much arth r 

than Gray ; the controversy started in his ti o still goes o ·t 

this difference , that no partisanship is not biased b cotch pa-

triotism on the one hand nor by nglish prejudice on the other. 

~~ Gray ' s Letters--- Tovey---Volume II--Page 145 . 
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But the various criticisms are none the less conflicting. S in-

burne calls Ossian " that lank and lamentable aounterfeit of poe

try. " -::- and Carlyle with an even greater degree of i!.lliteration re

fers to "poor moaning, monotonous Macpherson. " -::--::, 'Jordsworth says , 

"The phantom was begotten by the sung embrace of an impudent High

lander upon a cloud of tradition. 11 ~r-:H:- Over against these deprecia

tions may be pitted the commendations of Shairp and ~tthew Arnold , 

Shairp argues , 

"Two facts are enough to convince me of the genuineness of 

the ancient Gaelic poetry. The truthfulness with which it reflects 

the melancholy aspects of Highland scenery, the equal truthfulness 

with which it expresses the prevailing sentiment of the Gael , and his 

sad sense of his people ' s destiny. I need no other proofs that the 

Ossian is a native formation and comes from the primeval heart of 

the Gaelic race . " -::--:HH<- Gray in his final capitulation shows none 

of the positive dogmatism we find here . 

Arnold ' s passage is well known, and the fact that. an ackno -

ledged critic of the nineteenth century stands out as a champion of 

the much assailed Ossian gives Gray ' s mistake a new coloring. Gray 
. . 

lived at the time when Ossia ~ook the world by surprise . Its mis 

tiness surrounded its critics with sh.ado s which nece~sarily con

fused them. Arnold had none of these drawbacks . On the contrary 

he had plain advantages--those of investigation and the distance 

------------·:: Essays--Li terary t,,; Cri tical---Pagc 145. 
·::·% On the Choice of Books April 2 ,1866- - Page 34. 
·::-·:H~ Appendix to the Preface of Lyrical Ballads--Second di tion. 
·:HB~~~ Aspects of Poetry--J . C. Shairp--Pages 244--245 . 
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necessary for a just criticism. Yet Arnold ' s defense of Ossian 

is much more ecstatic than Gray 1 s, ----

" Make the part of what is forged modern , tawdry , as large as 

you please ; strip Scotland , if you like , of every feather of borro ed 

plumes which on the strength of Macpherson ' s Ossian she may have 

stolen from that vetus et major Scotia- - Ireland ; I make no objec

tion. But there will be left in the book a residue with the very 

soul of the Celtic genius in it ; and which has the proud distinc

tion of having brought this soul of the Celtic genius into contact 

with the nations of modern Europe , and enriched all our poetry by it. 

~oody Morven , and echoing Lora , and Selma with its silent halls . -e 

all owe them a debt of gratitude , and hen we are unjust enough to 

forget it may the 'use forget us . Choose any one of the better 

passages of ~cpherson ' s Ossian, and you can see , even at this time 

of day , what an apparition of newness and of po· er such a strain mus 

have been in the eighteenth century . 11 .;~ 

It was this "apparition of ne ness and of po er " that struc 

Gray , and the wonder at Gray ' s criticisms on Ossian 
' gro s less hen 

we place them beside .molds . The "newness and the po er11 0 • 

Ossian assert themselves in many minds even at the present da , and 

make Gray ' s position less insecure . 1ineteenth century Critics 

are still divided over the claims of ingal and Temora . 
T t both 

Epics have romantic elements , assailants as ell as partisans allo • 

It was the romantic in Gray that ans ered to the romantic in Ossian. 

In 1760 Gray was going over to the romantic school unresorvedly , and 

the zeal of a neophyte kindled his imagination at the expense of 

his judgment . 
------- - - --- ----- -------00000 -------~ 
~} Arnold ' s Celtis Literature--Page 153. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

GRAY AND MASON ' S CARACTACUS. 

------00000- ------

Gray ' s extravagant praise of Mason ' s tragedy is hardly less 

amazing than his adverse criticism of Collins . rre must grant, ho -

ever , that this extravagance is much more evident in the considera 

tion of isolated passages , and that it decreases notably when we 
I 

take the criticisms in fuller context . .1oreover , it must be recen:-

bered that in the case of :rason, Gray 1 s tributes are often nothing 

more than concessions to friendship , and for this reason lack the 

sanction of his judgment. 

Mason first came to Gray ' s notice in 17~7 , by the publica-

tion of Il Bellicoso , Il Pacifico and ·usaeus , verses in imitation 

of Milton, the last a monody on the death .of Pope . These verses-' 

though of little merit , were destined to start a friendship , hich 

has inseparately linked Mas n ' s name ith that of Gray. son as 

nominated Fello of Pembroke in 1747 , but because the ster refused 

his assent , the election was not confirmed until t o years later . 

It is certain , ho1ever., that Mason and Gray ere on term of friend-

ly intimacy before 1749. In Gray ' s first mention of son there 

are sure signs o;f the half deprecated leaning to ard " a ne ac-

quaintance of mine , 11 ~:- an acquaintance ho later became hi most 

--------------
~r Gra y ' s Letters-----Tovey---Volume I-- Page i87 . 
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devoted henchman. Yet Gray's quick insight,even at that early 

date singled out 1'.:ason's principal literary short-coming--"ho read 

little or nothing , writes abwidance and that with a design to make 

his fortwie by it . 11 ·:~ 

If lJ.ason's reams of abundance had never seen the light or 

day,Gray's reputation as a critic would stand on hieher ground; fo 

it is hard to reconcile the elaborate praise he bestows on the ter 

rible tragedy of Caractacus with sound principles of literary 

criticism. That traged~ on hich Gray spent so ouch time and la: 

bor ,is now never read except by those ho read everything. and 

clearly belongs to the class of literature on which serious criti

cism is wasted. Gray's attitude touard Mason leads us to think 

that this parson-poet who inwidated Gray ith endless produ tions, 

cheated Gray as well as himself into the iropression that he had th 

real stuff in him. In what other ay e account for the seemingly 

sincere tributes,found in letter after letter,addressed not onl 

to Mason but to other correspondents as ell ? To give but t o 

examples; he writes to Mason,September,1757----

, I bave,as I desired Stonehe er to tell you read over Car-

actacus , not only 1th pleasure,but ith emotion, 

later date to ilbarton, 

And at a 

11 I am greatly pleased with Mason'.s Caractacus in its pres-

ent state . The contrivance,and arrangofficn of events,the JD.'.lnners 

of the country , the character and passions trike me onderful-

ly. II ·..<--:H~ 

-------------Ioid---Page 178. 
Gray's Letters--Tovey- -Volume-I--Page 354. 
Cra:·' s Letters--Tovey--Volume-I- Page 367 . 
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These extracts put Gray in a bad light as a critic . It is 

hardly fair to Gray-,however , to take these overliberal comroondations 

of Mason too critically. We should be nearer truth if instead of 

taking these utterances as exact specimens of literary criticism, w 

take them as sacrifices of taste and judgment in an effort to pre

serve Mason ' s companionship and good-will. 

Gray ' s friendship for Mason is perhaps not less astonishing 

than Gray ' s glossing of Mason's orks . That a nature as fastidi

ous and as refined as Gray ' s should feel an attraction for a man as 

coarse and self-complacent ao Ma.son !.Ddoubtedly was , is matter of 

speculation. Gray with his retiring temperament bated the love of 

preferment and truckling to those in place hich stand out so promi 

nently in Mason ' s character . But it has not seldom been noticed 

that men of quiet habits and scholarly tastes often find comfort in 

more virile natures , which possess just those qualities the ant of 

which they deplore in themselves . son ' s physical vigor , his lit-

erary fluency , his outspoken vanity, hi hearty encourage ent of 

Gray ' s poetic efforts , reacted on Gray in a manner altogether agree

able , and made him feel for · son an attraction some hat analogous 

to the attraction of the needle for the magnet . For t ee years 

previous to his acquaintanceship 1th Mason, Gray bad led a life of 

barren loneliness . There as very little real companioru5hip at Ca 

bridge. Nothing could be more touc?iing and pat eti than t ay 

Gray speaks of friendship on the death of Conyers ·ddleton. 

"For my part I find a friend so uncommon a thing that I ca 

not help regretting even an old acquaintance , hich is an indiffe -
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ent likeness of it . " * 
Mason though in orders and "no better than any of us , " ~ ,r 

always passed as a man of learning and taste . and Gray ' s dull life 

must have been pleasantly enlivened by the presence of one 1th 

whom he could converse in that free interchange of impressions that 

forms the one luxury of purely literary lives . 

But besides the fact that l!a.son filled a void in Gray ' s life , 

he also paid him a homage that r esembles nothing so closely as Bos-

well ' s dog- like devotion to Johnson. Gray could not fail to be 

touched by the undisguised admiration of one , ho1 in the opinion of 

contemporaries , held a high place . Mason as an insatiable glory-

seeker , but he was also .ay ' s earliest and most slavish disciplc 1 , 

stimulating t t fancy which critics of Gray have called sterile , 

and welcoming each new poem from the hand of his master an if it 

were a new planet just swum into his ken . No one could altogether 

resist such persistent veneration, and Gray , though he disliked 

son ' s empty retensions and snubbed him heartily for them, yet felt 

his geart warmed by Mason ' s simple , though vulgar kindliness . It 

was Mason the man, and not Mason the poet ho roceived such merciful 

leniency in the criticism of Gray. But in spite of clai or rev

erence and loyalty , Gray ' s half- concealed contempt occasionally 

breaks out openly, and i n these outbursts e plainly see that fav

orable comments are due to the author and not to the ork;and that 

what at first sight . we are likely to look upon as bad judgIIJ9nts, 

damag i ng to Gray ' s reputation as a critic , are after all , nothing 
____ .,. ____ ____ _ 

~ Gray' s Letters-- Tovey--Vo l ume I --Page 20f5 . 
~~* Ibid--Page 258. 
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more than c oncessions of intellect to sentiment ; the yielding of 

head to heart. 

Thi s whole matter may be looked t from still another angle , 

i f we remember that Caractacus had been sug0ested by Gray ' s yet 

unfinished Bard , and that like the Ba.rd it as wholly a Celtic poem. 

In earlier years , Gray had planned a history of nglish poetry , and 

although the work never got beyond the merest outline , that outline 

is enough to show that Gray realized our great indebtedness to the 

literature of the Celts . Gray ' s interest in Celtic literature and 

his familiarity with all its phases , are found on every page of the 

wearisome letters he wrote to 11ason during the three years in hich 

Caractacus as being composed. In these letters he shows grasp 

of Celtis mythology, a sympathy with Celtic ideals , and a kno ledge 

of Celtic history that puts Mason ' s inaccuracies and absurdities to 

shame . It is this interest in Celtic literatw,e as ell as hi 

friendship for If.a.son that led him to undertake hat actually turned 

out to be a complete revision of caractacus. There is scarccl a 

letter of this time that is not filled ith complaints of · son ' 

incongruous image~yand diction. But Gray did more than co plai • 

He offer ed suggestion after suggestion, ubstituted hole lines and 

resorted to an irony, sometime playful, somcti es biting in h f

forts to make Ma.son st i r himself to greater effort. In on plac 

he quotes in scorn, 11 A dragon pecks" d then ediately adds 

11 V!hy a cock sparro mie;ht do as much, " ·:· gain speaking of o e 

of the Choruses , " I ould have something striking and uncommon in 

the measures , the r ythm and the expression of this Chorus;the t o 

-------------* Gra ' s Letters--Tove 
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former are not remarkable here , and the third is so little antiquate 

that ' murky ' and ' dank ' look like two old maids of honor got into 

a circle of fleering girls and boys . " Then a few weeks l later 

Mason ' s rhythm comes in for its full share of censure . 

11 As to the versification, do you not perceive that you make 

the pause on the fourth syllable in almost every other line ?" . ·: .. 

This last criticism shows the accuracy of Gray ' s ear , hile the 

other criticisms quoted show the normal soundness of his taste . But 

whole pages of criticism as sound and discerning as those we have 

made use of might easily be gathered froc Gray ' s correspondence it 

Mason , and it is almost safe to say t hat whatever merit caractacus 

possesses is due to the efforts of Gray . In speaking of this debt 

of Mason to Gray , Edward Snyder has hUIJorously suggested that a fit-

ting title for iason 1 s poem ould be •caractacus a Dranatic Poe 

Undertaken by Uilliam Mason, and carefully revised by Thomas Gray1' 

for so far as his letters go , Gray seemed to be more interested in 

Caractacus , than he was in his o n Bard. 11 
•{ 

There is a good deal of truth i n this extract from ' • Sny 

der . Mason eagerly snatched at every hint of criticism and acted 

upon every suggestion that came from the pen of Gray , revising, dis

carding , imitating to such an extent that his choruses and odes are 

little more than echoes of Gray ' s . And the surprising thing in al 

this is that Gray does not seem to kno , or if he does kno , ho ig

nores the fact that Mason is sending back to him for criticism,his 

---------------
·)} 

*. 
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own i mager y and diction, stolen in large instalments and either 

maimed or mangled in the stealing. 

But in order to form a true estimate of Gray ' s pronounce

ments on l.rason ' s works , we must take a more comprehensive vie of th 

criticism contai~cd in the letters between the years 1756 and 1759. 

A reading of these letters shows . that although there is found in 

them a good deal of extravagant praise , there is found ,also , and in 

much fuller measure , sound , acute criticism. ~e cannot read these 

letters and faj_l to see that Gray never goes rong without coming 

right again, and that in the recoil there is a force and inte1sity 

that more than comp~nsate for the aberration. This is true of his 

critic isms of Beattie ' s 'instrel , and 7.'alpole • s Historic oubts a'"' 

well as of his criticisms of ~son. In a letter to Beattie concern 

ing the instrel we find the following : 

" The design is simple , and pregnant ith pootical idc o , yet 

seems somehow imperfect at the end , 11 .;~ 

Az?.d again, 

" I think we should wholly adopt the language of Spencer ' 

time or renounce it . You may say you have done t e latter · but in 

effect you retain 11 1 ed; ' ight,' ' shine,' in sooth; •a e ,' ' esch 

obsolete words , at least in these parts of t e i~land,and onl kno 

to those that read our ancient authors or such as imitate them. 1 

Then--

"Stanza 1-- Rise sons of harmony! 1his i" charming; the 

·-

thought and the expression. I ill not be so hypercritical as to 

add , but it is lyrical and therefore belones to a different species 

-------------1; Gray ' s Letters--Tovey--Volumc III--Fage 287 . 
~H~ Gray ' s Letters-- Tovey- Volurr.e III-- Page 305 . 
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of poetry. 11 ~:· 

And this is followed up by the significant interpolation,--

11In that part of the poem hich you sent m before , you have 

altered several little particulars for the bc~tter , 11 :·. 

In the criticism of 7-alpole's Historic Doubts ,we find much 

the same thing. Gray tells .,alpole that his arguments , a t least the 

principal ones , are made out with a clearness and evidence that no 

one would expect where materials are so scarce: and then strai ht

ay he demolishes the argw:ients , and cites sources, th.at make the 

statement about scarcity of mate r ials null and void. 

But it is in the protracted criticism of son,that e see 

at its best Gray's power of offsetting praise by censure . It ould 

be a tedious task, both for riter and reader,to set forth all the 

examples of this power that might be gathered from Gray's letters 

to Mason. fe representative illustrations will sho the pur-

pose aimed at;namely , that if instead of focussing our attent'on on 

the extravagant is9lated passages usuall quoted ~o condemn Gray, 

take into consideration the hole range of t.e correspondence, e 

shall find that much of the elaborate praise directed to son 

been more than over-balanced by the expostulations and condemnation 

that followed it. In the ver first letter in hich Gray begin 

his arduous task of trying to make son a poet, e hav , 

"I read ' The ~airy Fancy' . I liko all thi extre oly ,and par 

--------------
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ticularly the ample plumes of Inspiration,that 

" Beat on the breathless bosom of the air . " * 
And then adds,--

"But what I do not conceive is how such ings as those of In

spiration should be mistaken for the ings of sleep who (as you 

you.rse.lf' tell me presently ) 

11 Sinks softly down the skies . 11 -1~~:

And again in the same letter , 

11 I have told you my thoughts of this chorus alr~adyo The 

hole scheme is excellent,the second strophe and antistrophe di

vine . Money ( I kno\) is your motive , and of that I wash my hands . 

Fame is your~ second consideration;of that I am not the dispenser, 

but if your own approbation and mine have any weieht ith you,you 

will write an ode or two every year , till you are turned fifty , not 

for the world , but for us two only;we will now and then give a glimps 

of them, b11"" no copies . 11 ·X·~Hf 

Mason was at this time thirty-two years old. The dash of sar

casm contained in G~ay ' s advice about writing private odes till he 

was fifty ,if it does not wholly counterbalance the eulogy in the 

first part of the passage ,at least reduces it to a questionable com

pliment. Gray tries to make uason see that the -~tter lacked real 

poetic power;and that though he sometimes wrote as a cultivated 

scholar , he still needed the discipline of many years' practice . ___ ... _________ _ 

~~ Gray's Letters---Tovey---Volume I--Page 315 . 
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StLll another letter furnishes a good example of Gray's 

habit of coming right after having gone wrongl --

" I ha ve seen your first chorus new-mode11 1 d and am charmed 

W'ith it. Now I am coming with my hoe. Of all things,I like your 

idea of the sober sisters as they meet and hisper with their ebon 

and golden rods on the top of Snowdown. But I cannot allow of the 

word nod,thou.gh it pictures the action more lively than another 

would. Yet at first blush, 

" See the sober sisters nod, 11 

taken alone without regard to the sense,presents a ridiculous image 

and you must leave no room for such ideas. 11 ~~ 

Then he goes all through the poem making suggestions,insert

ing corrections,and ends with,---

"The rest is perfect. 11 Ho ·1 small an item 11 the rest tt must 

be no reader can fail to realize and the word "new-modelled11 tells 

its own tale. Even before this second revision,the chorus had upo 

it the marks of Gray. 

In another passage already quoted, here Gray says he has read 

over Caractacus,not only ith pleasure,but it emotion,he again 

offsets his praise by the f ollo ing---

11 The contrivance,the ma.nners,the interest,the pas ions and the 

expression go beyond the drama.tic part of your Elfrida many, n:y 

leagues." 

Is there much real praise,after all in placing Caractacu.s 

ahead of ~rida ? a drama of which Gray rote to 7alpole ,---

11Elfrida (for that is the fair one 1 s name) and her author 

-------------7~ Gray' I.etters---Tovey----Volume I---Page3--337---338. 
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are now in town together. I s hould be glad if you would tell me 

very freely your opinion of it;for he shall kno nothing of the 

matter that is not fit for the ears of a tender parent,though,by 

the way,he has ingenuity and merit enough (whatever his drama may 

have) :ho bear hearing his faults very patiently. 11 

As Caractacus drew near its conclusion 1 Gray seems to have 

grown tired of his endless emendations and to have realized that 

although Mason may have begun as a real poet,he as finishing as a 

bombastic versifier. There ia evidence of a failing 1nterest,a so 

of reckless abandon in what are almost his last words on the poem,

"No you must kno I do not much admire the chorus of' the 

rocking-stone,nor yet much disapprove of it;it is grave and soleiilil 

and may pass. The beginning of the antistrophe is good. I do not 

like 

•meandering way 
i7here Vice and Folly stray.• 

nor the word 'sprite•. The beginning too,of the epode is ell, 

but you have used the epithet •pale' befor in a sense soma t si 

ilar,and I do not love rep:!'titions. The stanza you sent me for 

the second ode is very rude and neither the ideas nor the verses 

touch me. Finish but your Death song as ell as you imagined and 

begun it,and mind if I on't be more pleased than anybody." 

These are the distinct accents of eariness,but the are also eood 

examples of Gray's methods of criticis in regard to • son. He ap

plies the rod of' correction: ot only to that aspiring riter•a a 

------- -----
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surdities . but to his Oilil indulgent sanctions as well . The pendulum 

of his criticism never swings beyond the arc on the side of admira

tion, but it swings back with enough momentum to bring it into a jus 

equilibrium. Gray's affection for Nason sometimes led the poet in 

to error , but anyone who reada the whole cycle of that much criticis 

ed criticism must realize that it is pretty liberally compounded 

with raillery and derision. Lowell ?' saya that Gray and :ason to

gether could not ma.ke the latter a poet. That Gray tried the im

possible shows how far a warm-hearted rnan may be led by hi attach

ments • But setting aside for the moment Gray ' s friendship for 

Mason,we must still see that his position as critic of CaractacUSz 

was an unusually difficult one . If we except a fe letters writ

ten to 1Vharton and Stonehewer,we find all the rest of tho criticis 

of Caractacus directed to Mason himself. o even o h Gray used 

the medium of let~ers , he was really criticising an author's ork to 

hi face ; and such a performance is sure to bring constraint . .u

i:an nature is ever prone to shirk disagreeabl issue , nd Gra as 

no exception to the rule . He found it easier to besto prai than 

to administer blarr.e , particularly when the bla e had to b admin s

tered to Dison in person. Yet he managed to strik an even eno h 

balance between the two:to make the reader realize that t e da h of 

praise hich sometimes turned the scale of co endation, a called 

forth ,not so much by the intrinsic merit of the ork in quo tion, 

as by a personal reeard for the writer of tho ork. 

----------00000 
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SUMMARY . 

---oo---

It may be seen from the preceding chapter that Gray 's liter

ary discussions covered a wide range of authors and works . Indeed 

his letters furnish an excellent guide to a survey of continental 

literature~ They contain criticisms of the English novelists: 

Fielding,Smollett,and Sterne ;of the noted rench writers,Voltaire 

and Rousseau;of the philosopher Shaftesbury; of the Dodsley con

tributors ;of Collins,M.acpherson,and Mason; and of a host of others 

less prominently known. In most of these criticisms,Gray,as e 

have seen,showod the unerring grasp and po er hich only a sur 

critical faculty could give . ~e found nothing compromising in hi 

treatment of the novelists,nor ir- that of the great ~ronch leaders. 

He as sound1too,on Shaftesbury and the Dodsley collection. True, 

• he failed to do justice to Collins ,and o fered himself to b ept 

off his feet by the Ossian craze;but these mistaken judgm nt ere 

partially explained by the extremes of classical and romantic tende 

cies to which Gray was alternately subjected. All his early let

ters show the dominance of the Classical elements, hile his poetry 

reveals his growth toward , and his final surrender to,Roma.nt1c1 m. 

As distant as pole from pole are the orn-ou "rosy-bosomed Hours," 

of the Ode on Spring and the f~esh novel images or T.~he--~~~.;.;..;..;.~ 

ters. And notwithstanding Gray ' s early interest in mountain scen

ery1we sa~ that his understanding of nature did no more than keep 
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ace with his gradual development toward romantic poetry. At no 

time did it take the lead and help Gray to shake himself free from 

the trammels of Classicism. 

In Gray ' s criticism of :r.rason, we saw to what an extent the 

critical faculty may sometimes be made subservient to the claims of 

friendship • ~e saw, too , that a critic is handicapped when he is 

obliged to speak his mind face to face with the author of the ork 

being criticised. In writing of Elfrida, Gray promised that he 

would communicate no particulars of ryalpole ' s criticism of the same 

which mieht in any way hurt the feelings of the 11 tender p:irent'~ 

Mason. In his own case he tried to f ollo the same line of con

duct , but his honesty persisted in asserting itselr ith ever increa 

ing force until in the end there is almost as much blame as praise . 

And what is more to the point,the passages selected for favorable 

comment are in large measure Gray ' s own revisions . n examination 

of Gray ' s criticism of Caractacus sho ed that in many of them 

conformed to the standards established for the fair judgin of a 

critic. This conformity , notably conspicuous i the opening chap

ter.sof this paper , and sho n here in spite of equivocal pronounce

ments , prove Gray ' s critical faculty a high ono,and entitle hi to 

rank ith those who stand for pre- eminence in the school of liter-

ary criticism. 

----------000000000-----------
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